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Abstract: We investigate experimentally whether players deliberately use irrelevant market cues to
shape their evaluations of a traded item. We implement a repeated Vickrey median price selling
auction of an unusual bad where players are informed on the market price and on the three lowest or
highest asks. We elicited players’ consideration of market signals through a questionnaire at the end
of the auction. We find that extreme information has a stronger influence on players’ evaluations than
the market price. However, players’ consideration of the market signals explains their behavioral
reactivity to the market price but not to the extremes. Hence, players deliberately use an unbiased
estimator of the central tendency of the appraisals distribution, while extreme asks’ influence is
consistent with a priming effect.

Keywords: irrelevant market signals; subjects’ consideration; shaping effect; bayesian methods

JEL Classification: C91; C92; D44

1. Introduction

Experimental economics has provided robust evidence that players form their private
evaluations by systematically following market cues that do not convey any relevant
information for a rational economic behavior [1–3]. Nonetheless, no experimental study
has investigated whether this anomalous behavior arises from a subjects’ deliberation—i.e.,
from the purposeful consideration of the irrelevant cues—or if market signals prime players’
evaluations without their explicit consideration. In this paper, we try to shed some light on
this intriguing issue by investigating whether players follow purposefully irrelevant cues
to guide their behavior in the market.

The main literature on this subject has isolated the price’s shaping effect—i.e., the
correlation between players’ private evaluations, due to the observation of a public signal
devoid of informative content—on players’ appraisals of an unfamiliar item with known
properties in a repeated median price variant of the Vickrey auction [4]. This mechanism
incentivizes to reveal truthfully one’s own willingness to accept (WTA hereafter) evaluation
for the item on auction, independently of any information accruing from the market. Since
players know at the outset the properties of the item on auction but they are uncertain about
its monetary value, the setting neutralizes any incentive to value affiliation. Therefore, the
observed adaptation of players’ asks to the prevailing market price is deemed genuine
evidence of the influence of irrelevant cues on players’ appraisals [5–9].

This literature raises a key interpretation issue: as market prices in a median price
auction not only disclose marginal appraisals, but also determine monetary payoffs, it
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seems legitimate to take them into account when an unfamiliar item is on auction and one’s
appraisals are uncertain [10]. Then, the observed effect can result from a choice to take
into account a market standard. Indeed, when facing an unfamiliar item, one may just
have a vague idea of taste rankings and needs, needing others’ appraisals to reduce this
uncertainty. Often, watching prices helps in inferring standard appraisals because markets
aggregate and convey dispersed information via the price system: as such, prices not only
drive choices, but also help people reduce uncertainty about their own appraisals.

At the same time, when uncertain about their own tastes, players may also be prone to
be influenced by others’ private evaluations that, differently from the market price, convey
no information on the market standard and do not determine monetary payoffs. Indeed,
a large strand of literature shows that these uninformative cues exert a disproportionate
pull on players’ monetary evaluations especially of unfamiliar items [11–15]. In a repeated
median price auction, information on others’ private evaluations are likely to prime one’s
own appraisals, though players do not have any reason to consider them intentionally.

To address the issue, we investigated experimentally the role of players’ consideration
of seemingly irrelevant cues for their behavioural reactivity to market signals in a Vickrey’s
median price repeated auction. We exploit the data of an experiment run at the Laboratory
of Experimental Economics (LEE) of the University of Economics of Prague (VSE) in March
2014. While in a previous paper [16] we used these data to investigate how market prices
and information about the three lowest/highest asks in a given market impact on chosen
asks, here we study whether players’ explicit consideration of these market signals helps
explain the sign and the size of parameters governing their behavioural response.

We implemented 18 independent markets with nine traders each, repeated for eleven
rounds (the first one is played just for practice). In any round, players submit an ask
expressing their minimum WTA for an unfamiliar bad on auction (i.e., a mixture of vinegar,
salt, and Fanta). The market price corresponds to the median asks in any round. Players
submitting an ask strictly lower than the market median price are required to drink the
liquid and get paid the market price [5]. Since players placing a median ask do not trade,
no chance of strategic manipulation of the market price exists: this feature approximates
how large competitive markets work.

In the Control group, players only get information on the previous round’s market
price. Then, we implement two treatments. In the Low Info group, players are informed on
the previous round’s market price plus the three lowest asks. In the High Info treatment,
instead, they get information on the previous round’s three highest asks, together with the
market price. We clarify at the outset that these are information on the most extreme asks
placed by real players in the same market. These information, as extracted from the actual
appraisals’ distribution, have two attractive features: 1. do not inform about the central
tendency of the distribution and therefore are irrelevant to players’ payoffs; 2. possibly
exert stronger effects on players’ private evaluation than median values [17–20]. Thus,
extreme asks, though not informative of any market standard, may become more salient
than the median price.

After the auction’s end, players completed a questionnaire where they were asked
to state if they either took into consideration the market signals—i.e., the market price
and the three lowest (highest) asks—or completely ignored them. Appendix C reports the
full questionnaire. The answers to these questions allow us investigating whether players
deliberately considered market signals that are informative of the standard WTA (the
market price) to form their private evaluations, or if their behaviour was unintentionally
primed by uninformative but salient extreme information.

Our empirical estimation relies on a two stages procedure. In the first stage, we
estimate the individual behavioral responsiveness to the market price and to the extreme
asks. The challenge here is obtaining credible estimates at the individual level given ten
observations per player, so we pick a quantile regression method to estimate median
response. Moreover, we explore the relative size of the parameters estimated in the first
stage. We look at the ratio of responsiveness to extreme asks on total behavioral response to
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median and extreme inputs, and again we estimate how this ratio responds to self-assessed
consideration of potentially irrelevant cues.

In the second stage, we explain how the estimated responsiveness parameters depend
on two dummies—representing self-assessed considerations of the market price and ex-
treme asks—extracted from the above mentioned questionnaire. We perform this second
stage using a Bayesian methodology to get a rich inferential approach based on extensive
numerical simulations. In the Bayesian framework, estimated parameters are themselves
random variables and can be explored more thoroughly compared to the standard frequen-
tist approach. We make extensive use of random–walk Metropolis–Hastings simulations,
distributional graphs, and odds ratios to draw our conclusions.

We replicate the findings of [16] by showing a stronger shaping effect of the market
price on players’ private evaluation in the control than in the two treatment groups. More-
over, in the treatment groups we show that extreme information has a stronger force of
attraction than the market price.

Measuring the relative effect size of players’ behavioral reactivity to the extreme
information, we find that as players do take into consideration both market signals (i.e., the
market price and the three lowest/highest asks), then the fraction of total sensitivity due to
their behavioural reactivity to the extreme asks decreases. Overall, as explicit consideration
of the market signals comes into play, players’ tend to follow more the market price than
the extreme asks to shape their private evaluation.

Then we investigate the effect of players’ consideration of the market price and of
the extreme asks on their behavioral reactivity to these signals. In all groups, we find that
players’ consideration of the market price increases the sensitivity of their asking behaviour
to this specific signal. We take this as evidence that players deliberately hook their private
appraisals to the market price.

Conversely, we find that players’ consideration of the three lowest/highest asks does
not play a relevant explanatory role for their behavioural reactivity to these extreme signals.
Thus, the observed stronger influence of the extreme asks in the treatments cannot be
explained by players’ deliberate use of the information on the tails of the asks distribution.
As such, this anomalous behavior is largely consistent with a priming effect.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates the related literature
and our specific contribution. Section 3 describes the experimental design. Section 4
provides the details of the Bayesian method of analysis. Section 5 reports our main results.
Section 6 discusses a reasonable interpretation of findings. Section 7 concludes.

2. Related Literature

In standard rational choice theory, individuals’ decisions depend exclusively on tastes
and constraints [21]. Therefore, context-dependent information irrelevant to tastes and
constraints should play no role. However, recent experimental analyses have shown that
individuals’ uncertainty about their own evaluations of a product may expand the set of
useful information to apparently irrelevant information on the characteristics of the price
distribution [10].

In this regard, several experiments have analyzed the influence on subjects’ private
evaluations of seemingly irrelevant cues extracted from the prices distribution.

In the last decade, several experiments have isolated the shaping effect of the market
price on subjects willingness-to-pay or willingness-to-accept evaluations in a modified
version of the Vickrey auction with the median bid or ask standing as the market price. Since
subjects’ reporting a median evaluation do not trade, this mechanism promotes truthful
revelation of one’s own evaluation of the traded item as the weakly dominant strategy.
However, when the item on auction has known properties but subjects are uncertain about
their own evaluations, a convergence of subjects’ private appraisals towards the market
price is consistently observed across studies. Indeed, the market price systematically
affects players’ asks when unfamiliar items such as an annoying sound [12] or a disgusting
liquid [7,16] is put on auction. Moreover, ref. [5,6] use lotteries as auctioned items to
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constrain players’ evaluations within the range of the highest and lowest outcome, showing
that players’ asks converge towards the market price. Finally, ref. [4,9] document the
robustness of the price shaping effect to market incentives and across studies.

However, a consistent strand of literature in economic and psychology have shown
that the exposure to extreme, but plausible, values of a product exerts a stronger influence
on individuals’ evaluations than the exposure to moderate (mean) values [17,19,20] espe-
cially in experiments eliciting individuals’ willingness-to-pay and willingness-to-accept
evaluations or investment decisions [14,22]. Moreover, some experiments have provided
evidence that the influence of uninformative cues on individuals’ evaluations is stronger
when they are taken from the social context, that is, when subjects can directly observe
others’ evaluations or investment decisions [15,23].

Our key contribution to this strand of literature refers to the cognitive mechanism
behind the influence of irrelevant market cues. Our treatment is based on the simultaneous
exposure to median (i.e., the market price) and extreme (i.e., the three lowest/highest asks)
values. The qualitative difference between these two sources of information is likely to
entail that a different underlying cognitive mechanism drives their influence on players’
asking behavior.

In our setting, as the market price is set equal to the median ask, then it is an unbiased
estimator of the central tendency of the asks distribution. As such it determines players’
payoffs and can be deemed a reliable indicator of the standard evaluation of the auctioned
item. Therefore, if subjects are uncertain about their own appraisals, then they are likely
to deliberately adjust their asks towards the market standard. On the contrary, the three
lowest/highest asks do not determine players’ payoffs and cannot be considered as an
indicator of the market standard. Hence, subjects should not have any reason to deliberately
use this information to shape their appraisals. As a result, the influence of the extreme asks
on subjects’ appraisals may result from an automatic–reflexive–response to contextual cues.

3. Experimental Setting

A sample of 162 players took part in a trial run at the Laboratory of Experimental
Economics (LEE) of the University of Economics of Prague (VSE) in March 2014. All partic-
ipants were undergraduate and master students from Vysoka Skola Ekonomicka and the
Charles University of Prague and they were not previously recruited for economic experi-
ments. They were randomly recruited from the LEE database through the ORSEE system.
This procedure guaranteed a sample with balanced gender and university background.

Consistently with a huge strand of experimental literature, we implemented a median
price auction, a variant of the Vickrey’s [24] second price auction [5–8], which has proven
to be easily understood by players and to induce a truthful revelation of their appraisals.
Then, participants were assigned at random to three groups of 54 players each; then, in each
group, they were randomly assigned to six independent markets with nine players. For
each group, the trial was repeated for 11 rounds, with the first one played just for practice.
In the control group players observed just the market price of the previous round. In the
first treatment (the Low Info group), players could observe the previous round market
price and also the three lowest asks. In the second treatment (the High Info group), they
observed the thee highest asks and the market price of the previous round.

We elicited players’ willingness to accept a monetary amount for drinking an unpleas-
ant but not toxic mixture of Fanta, vinegar, and salt. This selling auction of an unusual item
allowed us to induce uncertainty in players’ evaluations and to prevent endowment effects.
Notice that this unusual bad does not have any market substitute; thus players could not
rely on their experience to form their monetary evaluations. Moreover, the auction rules
required the consumption of the liquid on the spot without possibility of resale. This should
induce players to reveal their true underlying valuation.

Before the start of the auction, players were given detailed information on the experi-
ment (see Appendix B) and they were required to drink 30 mL of the liquid. Thus, they
knew at the outset its organoleptic properties [21]. In each auction round, players placed
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an ask expressing the minimum price they required to drink the unpleasant liquid. In each
round, the median ask represented the market price. Only players whose ask fell short of
the median had to drink 60 mL of the liquid and got paid with the prevailing market price.

To avoid strategic manipulation, players with an ask equal to the median did not trade.
Moreover, given that players do not know the prevailing market price in each round, if
they place an asks higher than their own true evaluation (i.e., over-asking) they are likely
to incur a loss: they would fail to trade at a price compatible with their minimum WTA.
Also, if players place an ask lower than their own true evaluation (i.e., under-asking),
they could end up drinking the liquid and get paid with a market price lower than their
minimum WTA evaluation. Therefore, the median price auction promotes sincere disclosure
as the (weakly) dominant asking strategy. Printed instructions and public explanations
emphasized this aspect.

The repeated median price auction was programmed with the ztree [25] and it was
implemented according to the following scheme:

1. Market price. Starting from the second round onward, on the right hand side of the
screen was displayed the market price of the previous round. This was the unique
information provided to players in the control group.

2. Extreme info. Players in the Low and High Info treatment (i.e., the Low Info group
and the High Info group) received information on the previous round three lowest
and highest asks respectively, beyond the information on the market price. Players
that placed the three lowest or highest asks in the treatments were informed only on
the market price.

3. Frequency. In both treatments, at each round players were informed on the three
lowest/highest asks of the previous round. This information was provided from the
third round on wards.

4. Anonymity. Players knew that the extreme asks were extracted from the tails of the
asks distribution, but they did not know who placed them. Indeed, on the left-hand
side of the screen was displayed the caption “The lowest (highest) asks are. . . ;”. The
three lowest (highest) asks were presented in increasing (decreasing) order.

Once assigned to their slots, players were provided with the printed instructions of
the experiment, some blank sheets with a pen, and two paper cups, one with 30 mL of the
mixture of Fanta, vinegar, and salt, the other one with 60 ml. Participation to the experiment
guaranteed a show-up fee of 100 CZK (€3.7), paid at the end of the session.

Participants could not talk during the trial to guarantee anonymity. Also, they were
asked to read the instructions, that were also publicly illustrated by lab assistants. Partici-
pants had to answer three questions to test their understanding of the auction’s rules [26].
The experiment started once all players completed the survey.

Following the standard experimental protocol [4], players’ asks were elicited through
the question: “Would you accept x CZK to drink the liquid?”, with x ranging from a
minimum of 2 CZK (€0.072) to a maximum of 100 CZK (€3.7). Players could answer either
yes or no. After a negative reply, the script proposed a new higher value. The elicitation
procedure started with an x equal to 2 CZK and for the first 12 questions the script increased
x by 2 CZK; then x was increased by 3 CZK (€0.11) until the 23rd question and finally by
6 CZK (€0.22) thereafter. On the opposite, after a positive answer, the script showed the
lowest accepted price (the minimum price at which the player would be willing to drink
the liquid) and the highest rejected price (the maximum price at which the player would
not be willing drink the liquid) and then asked to confirm the choice. If the choice was
confirmed, the recorded player’s ask was set equal to the highest rejected price. Otherwise,
the procedure restarted.

For the sake of full comparability across markets, rounds 2, 6, and 9 were selected as
payoffs relevant at the outset. At each round, players were informed whether the random
mechanism required to drink the liquid or not.

At the end of the repeated auction, players completed a questionnaire where they had
to answer two separate questions asking whether they took into consideration the market
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price and the three lowest (highest) asks or if they completely ignored them. This allows
us to investigate whether players’ self-perceived and actual asking behaviour match in
order to investigate whether subjects deliberately adapted their asks to market signals that
are informative of the standard WTA of the unfamiliar bad in the market—i.e., the market
price—or if their asking behaviour was primed by uninformative but salient extreme
information that players did not take into account explicitly.

4. Empirical Analysis

Our estimation methodology goes through two main steps. In the first (Section 4.1),
we assess sensitivity to market price and extreme asks using experimental data and study
the relative weight of sensitivity to extremes on total sensitivity to market cues (Section 4.2).
In the second (Section 4.3), we show how these sensitivities depend on players’ explicit
consideration of the market price and the three lowest/highest asks.

4.1. Getting Individual Appraisals

In the first step, as each experimental session involved one initial warm-up stage
and ten repetitions, we need a robust estimation method to get credible parameters at the
player’s level. We faced the challenge by picking a quantile regression model to minimize
outliers’ influence. Just like we did in the previous paper [16], we assumed a partial
adjustment model for each i–th player and estimated its reduced form as

ai
t = γiai

t−1 + βimi
t−1 + δiei

t−1 + ωi + εi
t (1)

where ai
t is the natural log ask currently placed, mi

t−1 is the previous round’s market log
price, ei

t−1 is the previous round’s average mean log signal: in the first treatment group (the
Low Info), this signal equals the mean of the three lowest asks and in the second one (the
High Info) it is the mean of the three highest asks; lastly, ωi is a player-specific constant
term and εi

t represents a random i.i.d. error term. We repeat this exercise for all the players
involved in the experiment and obtain N triplets of parameters [γ, β, δ], where N is the
total number of players in the experiment.

Next, we look at steady-state behavior by requesting dynamic stability, i.e., at = at−1,
mt = mt−1, and et = et−1. So, we obtain the stationary model

ai
t =

βi

1− γi mi
t +

δi

1− γi ei
t + φi + ηi

t (2)

where φi is the steady-state constant and ηi
t is an error term. With a slight abuse of notation,

in what follows we will use the letters β and δ to mean their steady-state values. The
descriptive statistics for β and δ can be found in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1. Asks’ sensitivity to market price: The β parameter across experimental groups.

Experimental Group Mean σ2 Min Max N

Control 0.424 0.614 −0.682 2.868 54
Low Info 0.289 1.286 −3.316 4.389 54
High Info 0.284 0.735 −2.027 2.146 54

Table 2. Asks’ sensitivity to extreme values: The δ parameter across experimental groups.

Experimental Group Mean σ2 Min Max N

Low Info 0.392 1.139 −1.691 5.567 54
High Info 0.985 3.790 −1.461 27.150 54

We basically replicate, with a different empirical method, the results published in [16].
Specifically, we observe a shaping effect of prices on players’ asks, which is stronger in
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the control than in the treatment groups. Moreover, in the Low and High Info group the
information on the three lowest/highest asks exert a stronger force of attraction on players’
asks than the market price, consistently with a huge experimental literature in economics
and psychology documenting a stronger influence of extreme values than median ones on
individuals private evaluations [17–20]. Also, we normalized the estimated parameters
and obtained their z-values.

4.2. Measuring Relative Effect Size of δi

In this Section, we analyze how the absolute size of the δi coefficient absorbs of players’
total sensitivity to the market signals conditional on whether players take into account
the market price and the extreme signals or not. To this aim, we introduce the following
notation. The sum |δi|+ |βi|measures the asks’ total sensitivity to the market price and the
extreme asks. The ratio

ri =
|δi|

|δi|+ |βi|
quantifies for each individual how much the absolute size of δi absorbs of players’ total
sensitivity to the market signals.

On these grounds, we estimate a probit fractional response model with heteroskedastic
errors conditional on markets. Our dependent variable is ri, estimated as a function of
the dummies indicating players’ consideration of the market price Pi and of the extreme
information Ei. Results are in Table 3.

Table 3. Asks’ sensitivity to extreme values: The δ parameter across experimental groups.

Low Info High Info

Effect s.e. Effect s.e.

P = 0 0.691 0.048 0.581 0.066
P = 1 0.635 0.033 0.425 0.110

E = 0 0.696 0.031 0.534 0.138
E = 1 0.596 0.049 0.384 0.101

The dependent variable is |δ|/(|δ| + |β|): the denominator is a metric for the total strength of reactions to
considering the market price and the extreme asks. The dependent variables quantifies how much the absolute
size of δ absorbs total sensitivity.

Overall, Table 3 shows that when Pi and Ei are zero (i.e., players do not take into
account the market price and the extreme info, respectively), the fraction of total sensitivity
due to δi is sizable, especially in the Low Info group. However, as players do take into
consideration both market signals (i.e., when both Pi and Ei take value zero), then the
fraction of total sensitivity due to δi decreases. Specifically, considering the market price
decreases the ratio by 6% in the Low Info group and by 16% in the High Info group. As for
players’ consideration of the extremes, it decreases the ratio by 10% in the Low Info group
and by 15% in the High Info group. Overall, as players’ consideration comes into play, the
behavioral sensitivity to extremes reduces its contribution to players’ total sensitivity to the
market signals.

4.3. Estimating the Effects of Considering the Market Price and Extreme Asks

In the second step, we adopted a Bayesian inferential approach to model how β and δ
respond to awareness. The Bayesian choice was motivated by the need of envisioning effects
as random variables, whose spread, mean, and corresponding uncertainty are inherently
worth investigating. The same approach proves especially helpful when data are noisy,
as in our case: extensive simulations and plausible weak priors improve inference and
provide a solid and richer exploration of results the frequentist approach cannot deliver.

In more detail, we encode the two variables from the questionnaire on players’ consid-
eration of the provided information as follows:
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Table 3: Asks’ sensitivity to extreme values:
The δ parameter across experimental groups

Low Info High Info

Effect s.e. Effect s.e.

P = 0 0.691 0.048 0.581 0.066
P = 1 0.635 0.033 0.425 0.110

E = 0 0.696 0.031 0.534 0.138
E = 1 0.596 0.049 0.384 0.101

Note – The dependent variable is |δ|/(|δ|+|β|): the denominator is amet-
ric for the total strength of reactions to considering the market price and
the extreme asks. The dependent variables quantifies how much the ab-
solute size of δ absorbs total sensitivity.

Overall, tab. 3 shows that whenPi andEi are zero (i.e., players do not take into account themar-
ket price and the extreme info respectively), the fraction of total sensitivity due to δi is sizable,
especially in the Low Info group. However, as players do take into consideration both market
signals (i.e., when both Pi and Ei take value zero), then the fraction of total sensitivity due to δi
decreases. Specifically, considering the market price decreases the ratio by 6% in the Low Info
group and by 16% in the High Info group. As for players’ consideration of the extremes, it de-
creases the ratio by 10% in the Low Info group and by 15% in the High Info group. Overall, as
players’ consideration comes into play, the behavioral sensitivity to extremes reduces its contri-
bution to players’ total sensitivity to the market signals.

4.3 Estimating the effects of considering the market price and extreme

asks

In the second step, we adopted a Bayesian inferential approach to model how β and δ respond
to awareness. The Bayesian choice was motivated by the need of envisioning effects as random
variables, whose spread, mean, and corresponding uncertainty are inherently worth investigat-
ing. The same approach proves especially helpful when data are noisy, as in our case: extensive
simulations and plausible weak priors improve inference and provide a solid and richer explo-
ration of results the frequentist approach cannot deliver.

Inmore detail, we encode the two variables from the questionnaire on players’ consideration
of the provided information as follows:

Pi =

{
0 the player observed the market price and ignored it

1 the player observed the market price and took it into account

10Ei =

{
0 the player observed the choices of her fellows and ignored them

1 the player observed the choices of her fellows and took them into account.

We are now ready to regress each player’s parameters on β and δ using the two followingmodels:

βi = σβ
p Pi + σβ

e Ei + λβ + ψβ
i (3)

δi = σδ
pPi + σδ

eEi + λδ + ψδ
i . (4)

Our analysis focuses on the σp and σe, namely the effect of considering the market price and the
extreme asks, respectively. The models also include a constant λ and an error term φ. Since
we have three experimental groups, we simulate our models separately for each group; for the
control group, we employ a model without the Ei variable as players only observe the market
price.

The priors’ choice reflects an objective Bayesian approach [27] mildly mitigated by the as-
sumption of parameters’ normality, as extreme values in the behavioral parameters are unlikely
and inconsistent with the limited range of possible asks. During the estimation phase we also
modeled uncertainty by employing flat priors and results did not change significantly. The ob-
jective Bayesian approach drove us estimating the two equations of interest using a Jeffreys prior
[28] for the whole regression’s variance and a weakly informative normal priors for the depen-
dent variables with zero mean and variance equal to five: in this sense, we adopt a moderately
agnostic approach since previous literature on this specific parameters is virtually nonexistent.
To simulate the models, we used the random–walk Metropolis–Hastings sampling with 12,500
iterations and 2,500 samples for the burn-in phase: the whole sampling process included a total
of four Markov chains, a standard choice for robust results. Convergence was reached for every
simulated model, with the Gelman-Rubin statistic being always equal to one.

We numerically evaluated our results by looking at odds ratios. In our context, HA is the hy-
pothesis that the estimated parameter of interest is positive, whileHB represents the hypothesis
of a negative parameter. Next, we consider the probability of these hypotheses as

P (HA) =

∫ ∞

0

f(θ)dθ (5)

and

P (HB) =

∫ 0

−∞
f(θ)dθ = 1 − P (HA) (6)

where f(θ) is the probability distribution function. Using the odds ratio OR(HA) =

P (HA)/P (HB), we contrasted the probability of hypothesis P (HA) against the probability of
hypothesis P (HB) and employ the following table from Kass and Raftery [29] to assess our con-
fidence.

11

We are now ready to regress each player’s parameters on β and δ using the two
following models:

βi = σ
β
p Pi + σ

β
e Ei + λβ + ψ

β
i (3)

δi = σδ
pPi + σδ

e Ei + λδ + ψδ
i . (4)

Our analysis focuses on the σp and σe, namely the effect of considering the market
price and the extreme asks, respectively. The models also include a constant λ and an error
term φ. Since we have three experimental groups, we simulate our models separately for
each group; for the control group, we employ a model without the Ei variable as players
only observe the market price.

The priors’ choice reflects an objective Bayesian approach [27] mildly mitigated by the
assumption of parameters’ normality, as extreme values in the behavioral parameters are
unlikely and inconsistent with the limited range of possible asks. During the estimation
phase we also modeled uncertainty by employing flat priors and results did not change
significantly. The objective Bayesian approach drove us estimating the two equations
of interest using a Jeffreys prior [28] for the whole regression’s variance and a weakly
informative normal priors for the dependent variables with zero mean and variance equal
to five: in this sense, we adopt a moderately agnostic approach since previous literature
on this specific parameters is virtually non-existent. To simulate the models, we used the
random–walk Metropolis–Hastings sampling with 12,500 iterations and 2500 samples for
the burn-in phase: the whole sampling process included a total of four Markov chains, a
standard choice for robust results. Convergence was reached for every simulated model,
with the Gelman-Rubin statistic being always equal to one.

We numerically evaluated our results by looking at odds ratios. In our context, HA
is the hypothesis that the estimated parameter of interest is positive, while HB repre-
sents the hypothesis of a negative parameter. Next, we consider the probability of these
hypotheses as

P(HA) =
∫ ∞

0
f (θ)dθ (5)

and

P(HB) =
∫ 0

−∞
f (θ)dθ = 1− P(HA) (6)

where f (θ) is the probability distribution function. Using the odds ratio OR(HA) = P(HA)/P(HB),
we contrasted the probability of hypothesis P(HA) against the probability of hypothesis
P(HB) and employ the Table 4 from Kass and Raftery [29] to assess our confidence.

Table 4. Evidence of effects.

Odds Ratio Result

1 to 3 Inconclusive
3 to 20 Favourable

20 to 150 Strong
>150 Very strong

A full graphical depiction of diagnostics for each parameter is presented in Appendix A,
while the density functions of each effect are reported in the following section along with
an extended discussion of their features.
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5. Bayesian Analysis Results

In this section, we analyze how players’ consideration of the market price and of
the three lowest/highest asks directly influences players’ behavioural reactivity to these
market signals (Section 5.1). Moreover, we investigate whether the consideration of the
market price (three lowest/highest asks) have an indirect effect (Section 5.2) on players’
behavioural reactivity to the extreme asks (market price).

5.1. Direct Effects

Figure 1 displays the density functions of the effect of players’ consideration of the
market price on their behavioral reactivity to the market price itself (i.e., the β parameter)
in the control and in the two treatment groups. Table 5 provides the odds ratios of the
probability of a positive (Ha) over a negative effect (HB) for each of the three groups.
Figure 1 shows that in the Control the density function is clearly positive, indicating that
when players take into account the market price their sensitivity to this specific signal
increases. The odds ratio of a positive effect over a negative effect is 4.5, which documents
a favourable evidence that players use the market price to shape their private appraisals
upon deliberation.

Table 5. β’s sensitivity to considering the market price.

Experimental Group H Odds Ratio Result

Control HA 4.5 Favourable
Low Info HA 12 Favourable
High Info HA 15 Favourable

Dependent variable: Sensitivity to market price (β). Odds ratios displayed for considering the market price (P).
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Figure 1. How awareness of the price effect influences response to the median ask.

We now turn to the analysis of the treatments to investigate whether additional
information on the three lowest or highest asks weakens or strengthens the effect of players’
consideration of the market price on their behavioral reactivity to the price itself. Table 6
provides the relevant odds ratios. The other two graphs in Figure 1 show the results for
the effect of players’ consideration of the market price in the Low and High Info group
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net of the indirect effect of the consideration of the three lowest/highest asks on players’
behavioral reactivity to the market price.

Table 6. δ’s sensitivity to considering extreme asks.

Experimental Group H Odds Ratio Result

Low Info HB 16.7 Favourable
High Info HA 1.6 Inconclusive

Dependent variable: Sensitivity to extreme asks (δ). Odds ratios displayed for considering the extreme asks (E).

In both treatments, the positive effect of players’ consideration of the market price is
much stronger than in the control, with odds ratios of 12 in the Low Info and 15 in the High
Info group. Thus, the provision of further information on the three lowest/highest asks
strengthens the positive relation between players’ consideration of the market price and
their behavioural reactivity to the market price.

Overall, in all groups players systematically adjust their asks towards the market price
upon deliberation, a tendency that is stronger when further information on the tails of the
asks distribution is provided. To shed light on this result, we investigate the relationship
between players’ consideration of the extreme asks and their behavioural reactivity to them
in the Low and High Info groups.

Figure 2 displays the density functions for the effect of players’ consideration of the
extreme asks on their behavioural reactivity to the three lowest (Low Info Group) and
highest (High Info Group) asks (i.e., the δ parameter). The figure documents a stark
asymmetry between the two treatments. In the Low Info group, the density function
is clearly negative, with an odds ratio of a negative (HB) over a positive effect (HA) of
16.7, providing a favorable evidence that as players consider the three lowest asks, they
substantially reduce their behavioural reactivity to the extreme info. In other words, as
players take into account the extreme signals, their asks diverge from the observed asks at
the bottom of the distribution. Conversely, in the High Info group the density function is
centered on zero—with an odds ratio of 1.6—indicating that players’ consideration of the
three highest asks does not affect at all their behavioral reactivity to the extreme signal.

0
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4

0 1
Chains: 1/4

Low info group

0

1

2

3

4

0 1
Chains: 1, 2

High info group
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Figure 2. How awareness of the extremes affects the responses to the lowest/highest asks in the
treatment groups.

Overall, these results indicate that players deliberately choose to follow unbiased
indicators of the central tendency of the asks distribution—i.e., the market price—rather
than extreme and biased information. Moreover, since in the treatments we do observe a
stronger adjustment of players’ asking behaviour to the extreme info than to the market
price, the results in Figure 2 suggest that players’ consideration of the extreme signals does
not play a significant explanatory role for their behavioral response to the three lowest or
highest asks. Thus, the strong adjustment towards the extremes observed in the treatment
groups is largely compatible with the hypothesis of a priming effect, i.e., the influence of
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uninformative but salient extreme asks on players’ evaluations that is not mediated by their
explicit consideration of these market signals.

5.2. Indirect Effects

In Figure 3, we analyse the indirect effect of players’ consideration of the extreme
asks on their behavioural reactivity to the market price. Table 7 provides the relevant
odds ratios. Both graphs display two density functions centered on zero (with odds ratios
of 1.5 and 1.3, respectively), which document that players’ consideration of the extreme
information does not have any effect on their behavioral reactivity to the market price in
both treatment groups.
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Figure 3. How awareness of the extreme asks influences response to the market price.

Table 7. β’s sensitivity to considering extreme asks.

Experimental Group H Odds Ratio Result

Low Info HA 1.5 Inconclusive
High Info HA 1.3 Inconclusive

Dependent variable: Sensitivity to the market price (β). Odds ratios displayed for considering the extreme
asks (E).

Interesting results are found when we analyse the indirect effect of players’ consid-
eration of the market price on their behavioural reactivity to the extreme (see Figure 4
and Table 8). Figure 4 shows that in the Low Info group the density function is clearly
positive with an odds ratio of 49.6. Thus, there is strong evidence that the consideration
of the market price induces players to be more responsive to the three lowest asks in their
evaluations. Conversely, in the High Info group the density function is roughly centered
on zero—with an odds ratio of 2.1—indicating that players’ consideration of the market
price does not have any effect on their sensitivity to the three highest asks.

Overall, our evidence suggests that players deliberately take into account the market
price to shape their private appraisals. As for the information on the extreme asks, our
evidence documents an interesting asymmetry between the Low and High Info group.
Indeed, only in the Low Info group the extreme asks are deliberately taken into account
through the consideration of the market price (see Figure 4). This points to a qualitative
difference between the information on the extreme low and extreme high asks in a median
price auction when players’ appraisals of an unfamiliar bad are uncertain. Indeed, the
three lowest asks are representative of the willingness to accept of players’ that trade at
the prevailing market price. Hence, players seem to integrate the information on the three
lowest asks with the information on the market price to infer the characteristics of the
asks distribution and to shape their appraisals accordingly. By contrast, the three highest
asks do not convey information on players willing to trade at the prevailing market price,
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therefore they are likely to be perceived as randomly generated numbers, priming players’
private appraisals.
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Figure 4. How awareness of the market price influences response to the extremes.

Table 8. δ’s sensitivity to considering the market price.

Experimental Group H Odds Ratio Result

Low Info HA 49.6 Strong
High Info HA 2.1 Inconclusive

Dependent variable: Sensitivity to extreme asks (δ). Odds ratios displayed for considering the market price (P).

6. Discussion

The main findings of our experiment significantly contribute to the experimental
literature on the behavioural anomalies in individual decision-making as they identify a
novel link between observed behavior and self-awareness, helping to disentangle deliberate
from reflexive (automatic) behavior.

As widely accepted, intentional actions require self-awareness, so that whenever
subjects declare explicit consideration of market signals, then their behavior must be
consistent with some form of deliberate learning. In our experiment, this occurs when
subjects behavioural reactivity to the market price is mainly explained by their explicit
consideration of this information. On the contrary, when behavior is misaligned to declared
awareness, then unintentional acting is at work: this is exactly the case of extreme signals
that subjects follow when placing their asks, without explicit consideration. This result
helps embedding the analysis of behavioral anomalies within the larger literature—both
psychological and related to the philosophy of action—on the link between intentions and
choices [30–33].

Within this literature, a standard perspective defines intentional actions in terms of the
ability to choose what one ultimately prefers. In this sense, if an individual does not pick
up from the choice set the element she prefers most—or otherwise not strictly preferred by
any other element in the same set—her choice counts as unintentional.

This conceptual framework can be adapted to interpret our results. Clearly, in the
setting we analyze, preferences emerge from the market process as subjects do not have
a clear idea at the outset of their own evaluation of the bad on auction. So, there is no
such thing as true preferences revealed in choices that for this very reason might be said
intentional. However, this does not rule out the possibility that intentions play a role
in players’ choices, otherwise we should admit that individuals are simply automata
mechanically responding to irrelevant cues.

Speculatively, we can hypothesize that, in the context at hand, players exert their
intentions by deliberately choosing the information sources they prefer most. In other
words, they might be thought as if they chose according to preferences defined over the
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informational sources available to shape their appraisals of the auctioned bad. In this
sense, the pure shaping effect produced by the median, might be thought as intentionally
accepted by players, for this is a deliberate consequence of their desire of shaping their asks
by following an unbiased estimator of the central tendency of the asks distribution. On the
opposite, the fact that subjects themselves assess extreme signals as irrelevant for choice,
suggests that the conditioning they produce on asking behaviour is something that cannot
go through deliberation. Hence, the observed effects of extreme information on individuals’
asking behaviour is likely to go through some form of reflexive (automatic) response to
contextual cues. The kind of behaviour that Daniel Kahneman would label, in homage to
dual process theory, as dependent on system 1 [34].

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we tried to shed some light on the cognitive mechanism at the roots
of players’ systematic tendency to shape their private evaluation by following irrelevant
market cues. Specifically, within the contexts of a repeated Vickrey median price selling
auction, we investigate whether players deliberately use information on the market price
and on the three lowest/highest asks to shape their private evaluations of an unusual bad
(i.e., a mixture of Fanta, vinegar, and salt).

To obtain our empirical results, we first estimated individual players’ responsiveness
parameters to the market price and extreme asks, then we checked how these parameters
change in response to self-assessed consideration of potentially irrelevant market cues
using a Bayesian approach.

At the behavioural level, we found a stronger shaping effect of the market price on
players’ private evaluations in the control than in the two treatment groups. Moreover, in
the treatment groups we showed that extreme information has a stronger attraction force
than the market price.

As for the underlying cognitive mechanism, we found that players deliberately use the
market price to shape their private evaluations of the auctioned bad. Conversely, players’
consideration of the extreme signals did not have a relevant role in explaining the players’
behavioural reactivity to the three lowest/highest asks. Overall, our evidence indicated that
players deliberately rely on unbiased estimators of the asks distribution—i.e., the market
(median) price—to shape their private evaluations, while the influence of the information
on the tails of the asks distribution is largely consistent with a priming effect: i.e., the
influence of uninformative but salient extreme asks on players’ evaluations that is not
mediated by their explicit consideration of the these specific market signals.
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Appendix A. Diagnostic Plots
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Figure A1. How awareness of the price effect influences the response to the market price. The
control group.
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Figure A2. How awareness of the price effect influences the response to the market price. The Low
Info group.
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Figure A3. How awareness of the price effect influences the response to the market price. The High
Info group.
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Figure A4. How awareness of the price effect influences the response to extreme asks. The Low
Info group.
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Figure A5. How awareness of the price effect influences response to extreme ask. The High Info group.
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Figure A6. How awareness of the lowest asks influences the response to extreme asks. The Low
Info group.
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Figure A7. How awareness of the highest asks influences the response to extreme ask. The High
Info group.
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Figure A8. How awareness of the lowest asks influences the response to the market price. The Low
Info group.
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Figure A9. How awareness of the highest asks influences the response to the market price. The High
Info group.

Appendix B. Instructions Given to Players

1. This is an experiment in the economics of market decision making. The instructions
are simple, and if you follow them carefully you might earn a considerable amount
of money which will be paid to you in cash after the experiment. You will be given
opportunities to earn money by drinking small amounts of an unpleasant tasting but
harmless liquid composed of equal parts of vinegar and Gatorade. At the start of the
experiment you will be asked to taste a 30 mL sample of this drink. You will not be
required to drink any more than this sample. If you drink any more it will only be
because you have chosen to do so, and you will be paid for this.

2. We are interested in your choices as individuals. Therefore, there must be no talking
during the experiment unless you want to ask us a question—in which case, simply
raise your hand—and you must not look at what other people are doing. When we
ask you to enter information in the form that will be displayed on the screen of your
computer, do only what we have asked then wait for instructions from us. This is
very important so please wait for us to prompt you, do not try to look ahead, and do
not worry about being left behind. Please keep to these simple rules because anyone
breaking them may be asked to leave the experiment without any reward.

3. The computer will ask you a sequence of questions of the form “Would you be willing
to accept £x to drink the liquid?” The values of x range from a minimum of 2.00 CZK
to a maximum of 100 CZK. To any question of such sequence you either answer yes
or no. At the end of the sequence the computer will ask you to confirm the values
of your highest rejected price—i.e., the maximum price at which you are not willing
to drink the liquid—and your minimum accepted price—i.e., the minimum price at
which you are willing to drink the liquid.

4. The auction will be repeated for 11 rounds.
5. Now we’ll explain how the market price will be set. After your confirmation, the

computer will register the maximum price at which any of the participants at the
experiment is not willing to drink the liquid. It will rank them in order, from the
lowest to the highest, and then it selects the median value. This will be the market
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price. Now, please look at the Table. This is an example of a market with hypothetical
values, just to help you understand how the process works.

6. Think about a market in which five people declare their willingness to accept money
for drinking an unpleasant-tasting liquid; suppose that person 1 says she would be
willing to accept 24 CZK but not 22 CZK; person 2 says she would be willing to accept
26 CZK but not 24 CZK; and so on (see the table below). The ‘Reject’ column here
shows the highest price at which each person would not be willing to trade. So, person
1 would not want to drink if the price were 22 CZK and so on. The market rule is to
take the value in the middle of these “Rejects” and set this as the market price. So,
in this case, the market price would be 34 CZK: persons 1 and 2 will trade, because
they are willing to accept this payment in exchange for the unpleasant liquid; on the
contrary, persons 3, 4 and 5 will not trade because the market price is less than what
any of them would be willing to accept.

Person Lowest Accepted Price Highest Accepted Price Trade

1 24 CZK 22 CZK Yes
2 26 CZK 24 CZK Yes
3 37 CZK 34 CZK No
4 46 CZK 43 CZK No
5 52 CZK 49 CZK No

7. This rule is an attempt to simulate the way prices get determined in real markets.
In this experiment the price approximately reflects the valuation of the average
participant. Another feature of this rule is that no one can manipulate the price to
their own advantage. To illustrate this, look again at the table. Only persons 1 and
2 are trading at the market price. Now it might occur to one of them that it would
be better for them if the market price were higher so that they could receive more
for drinking. However, the only way that they could affect the price is by stating a
valuation higher than the current market price: but then, they would end up being one
of the participants who did not trade, so if they succeeded in increasing the price, they
would not benefit from it because they would no longer trade! Now that probably
sounds horribly complicated! But don’t worry about it. We suggest that your best
policy is just to think about this like an ordinary price. You can’t manipulate the price
to your advantage, so we ask you to take our word for it that the best thing to do is to
just respond honestly to the questions posed to you.

Appendix C. Final Questionnaire

Variable Question

gender 0 = male, 1 = female

age age

country Country of origin, 1 = “Czech Republic”; 2 = “Slovakia”; 3 = “Russia”; 4 = “Ukraine”; 5 = “Poland”; 6 = “Other”

siblings Number of siblings

field field of study, 1 = “Mathematics/Statistics”; 2 = “Science/Engineering/Medicine”; 3 = “Economics/Business”; 4 = “Other Social
Sciences”; 5 = “Humanities and Other”

degree Your highest earned academic degree so far, 1 = “none”; 2 = “Bachelor”; 3 = “Master”; 4 = “Doctoral degree”

job Do you have a job? (1 for Yes, 2 for No)

earnings If yes, how much is the yearly earning (in CZK)?

need What is the average amount of money you need weekly?

priceeffect When you observed the market price, 0 = “you completely ignored it”; 1 = “you took it into account”

observeeffect If you had the opportunity to observe the choices of some of your colleagues, did this affect your choices (0 for No, 1 for Yes)
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